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Capital Market Infrastructure Risk Assessments
Thomas Murray’s Capital Market Infrastructure Risk
Assessments (CMIRA) are holistic risk assessments of
post-trade practices in over 90 markets globally. The risks
incurred by institutional investors that buy, sell or hold
assets in foreign markets stretch beyond exposure to a
custodian bank, a central securities depository (CSD) or
a fund administrator. In fact, they include a range of risks
that are not routinely intermediated or indemnified by
any of these institutions, such as the lack of simultaneous

delivery against payment, breakdowns in critical systems,
and entitlements lost because of inadequate information
about a corporate action or an AGM. The CMIRAs
encapsulate analysis on all of these risks, offering
institutional investors a continuously updated view
of local market clearing and settlement risks which
are not always covered by financial intermediaries
or market infrastructure.

What is a Capital Market Infrastructure risk assessment?
It is an independent assessment of the riskiness of the
safekeeping, transaction settlement, and asset servicing
processes in a market, based on an assessment by Thomas
Murray of all of the post-trade risks to which investors are
exposed in that market. The assessments, which use the familiar
AAA to CCC grading scale, measure the extent to which
the infrastructure and processes in a market minimise the
exposure of investors to the eight main risks monitored by the
service: asset commitment, liquidity, counterparty, financial,
asset safety, asset servicing, operational, and governance and
transparency risks. The assessments enable users to compare
total post-trade risk exposures across multiple markets
for processes both internal and external to capital market
infrastructures.
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Capital Market Infrastructure Risk Assessment

Definitions

Risk Grade Scale

The Thomas Murray Capital Market Infrastructure Risk Assessment assesses each market
against several risk types; analysed under four risk category headings:

The scale indicates that the local
market post execution infrastructure
is:

Clearing and Settlement
- Encompassing asset commitment, liquidity and counterparty risk exposures related to local
market clearing and settlement practices:

Thomas Murray has assigned this
market an Assessment and Outlook of:

AA-

Overall Summary

Risk
Grades

Outlook

Asset Commitment Risk

AAA

Stable

Liquidity Risk

AA

Stable

There are a number of trading platforms on which UK securities
can be traded. These can route to three CCPs (LCH.Clearnet,
SIX x-clear or EuroCCP) or settle directly at the single CSD,
Euroclear UK and Ireland (formerly CRESTCo). Cash settlement
in GBP and EUR is on an RTGS basis via the Bank of England.
Domestic settlement is on a T+3 basis except for Gilts (T+1) and
money market instruments (T+0). CREST-eligible securities
settle on a model 1 basis, or model 3 for LCH.Clearnet
transactions.

Stable

Counterparty Risk

AA

Stable

Financial Risk

AA-

Stable

Asset Safety Risk

AA-

Stable

Asset Servicing Risk

A+

Stable

Operational Risk

AA

Stable

Governance and
Transparency Risk

AA-

Stable

Settlement Summary
Euroclear UK and Ireland operates a sophisticated high volume settlement system offering simultaneous, final and
irrevocable DVP in central bank funds. The system is now based on Euroclear's Single Settlement Engine (SSE), which was
also implemented in the ESES Euroclear entities to provide for a single book-entry accounting platform. In order to provide
RTGS settlement via the Bank of England, Euroclear UK and Ireland operates self-collateralising repos which utilise
enormous amounts of collateral on a daily basis - to the detriment of the rest of the market. Trades cleared through
LCH.Clearnet, SIX x-clear or EuroCCP benefit from the settlement assurance guarantee from the CCP. However, OTC and
client-side settlements are not covered, there are no automatic borrowing facilities and there are very late (SD+30) LSE
buy-in arrangements to enforce settlement.
Euroclear UK and Ireland has a strong balance sheet, low operational risk and very efficient procedures for settling the high
volume of transactions in this market. LCH.Clearnet is also a well run operation with very good risk management controls.
Overall, these components make settlement in this market very secure.

AAA

Extremely Low Risk

AA+

Very Low Risk

Asset Commitment Risk - The period of time from when control of securities or cash is given up
until receipt of countervalue. This risk concerns the time period during which a participant's
assets, either cash or stock, are frozen within the CSD and payment system pending final
settlement of the underlying transaction(s). Following settlement, the risk period is extended
until the transfer of funds and stock becomes irrevocable. It excludes any periods when assets,
cash or stock, are committed to a market participant including brokers, banks and custodians,
not caused by CSD processing.

AA

Liquidity Risk - The risk that insufficient securities and or funds are available to meet
commitments; the obligation will be covered some time later. This is where for certain technical
reasons (e.g., stock out on loan, stock in course of registration, turn round of recently deposited
stock is not possible) one or both parties to the trade has a shortfall in the amount of funds
(credit line) or unencumbered stock available to meet settlement obligations when due. These
shortfalls may lead to settlement 'fails' but do not normally lead to a default.

BBB

Moderate Risk

BB

High Risk

B

Very High Risk

CCC

Extremely High Risk

N/R

No risk grade assigned

Counterparty Risk - The risk that a counterparty (i.e., a participant) will not settle its
obligations for full value at any time. This is simply the total default of a direct participant of
the CSD. This is the event when a participant is unable to meet its financial liability to other
participants. This risk only goes as far as direct participants of the CSD and excludes clients of
direct participants that default on liabilities to such participants, even if such a default should
systemically cause the direct participant to subsequently default.

AAA+

Low Risk

A
A-

Outlook Scale
Stable

There are no factors
at this time that are
likely to impact the
risk assessment

Positive

There are factors
that may have a
positive impact on
the risk assessment

Negative

There are factors
that may have a
negative impact on
the risk assessment

On
Watch

Due to unexpected
events the risk
assessment is under
review to determine
whether a change in
assessment or
assessment outlook
is required

Safekeeping
- Assesses asset safety risk exposures embedded in the structures and procedures used to
provide local market safekeeping services. This category assesses operational risk and
financial risk exposures.
Asset Safety Risk - The risk that assets held in custody at a financial market infrastructure
may be lost or misappropriated, either due to a default or an omission, misuse, or breakdown of
controls (legal, operational or other). The financial market infrastructure should protect against
the risk of loss of assets of the participant or their clients due to an insolvency, its negligence,
misuse of assets, fraud, poor administration, inadequate recordkeeping or other failure to
protect a participant's assets. Asset segregation at the CSD, the CCP and/or the domestic
custodian by account structure and naming convention, assertion of liens, form and nature of
securities (e.g. dematerialised, physical, bearer, registered), certain key concepts in local law
(e.g. recognition of nominees), reconciliation of holdings, vault controls and the nature and
placing of client cash deposits, are all factors taken into consideration in the assessment.
Financial Risk - The ability of the CSD to operate as a financially viable company. This risk
concerns the financial strength of the depository and if its financial resources are sufficient to
meet the on-going operation of the organisation. This risk also includes where the CSD may act
as central counterparty, or otherwise acts in a Principal capacity.
Operational Risk - The risk that deficiencies in information systems or internal controls, human
errors or management failures will result in losses. The risk of loss due to breakdowns or
weaknesses in internal controls and procedures. Internal factors to be considered in the
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Surveillance
Notifications of changes in risks that might affect the
assessments are e-mailed to subscribers daily, along with an
assessment of their impact on the risk exposures of investors.

Daily Market NewsFlashes are included in the price of
a subscription. A list of markets covered by the service is
available on request.

More Information
If you are interested in Capital Market Infrastructure
Risk Assessments, please contact:
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Derek Duggan, Director
dduggan@thomasmurray.com | +44 (0) 20 8600 2300
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